
Bath Quaker News Feb 2020 

New regular monthly Healing Meeting: first Wednesdays  
 
Brenda Claxton and Hazel Mitchell write:  
 
A group of six Bath Quakers came for the first Healing Meeting, and it was agreed to 
continue on a first Wednesday of the month basis. This followed Meeting for Worship 
(there were 12 of us this week) at 11.30 am. There was a strong sense of 
commitment in the group, and use was made of the time to hold in the Healing Light 
the names of those we were aware of, who needed particular support and love.  
 
We were also aware of the needs of the suffering round the world which we also held 
in the Light. This first meeting used the structure suggested by Claridge House 
Quaker Centre. This may be our basic form, but the needs of the group may require 
something different, and this will be borne in mind.  
 
Please contact Brenda Claxton or Hazel Mitchell for more information. 

Give thanks for a lovely January party 
 
Rhian Llewelyn describes the Bath Quakers party in January 
 
We arrived to an excited squeal from a toddler young Friend - running after my 
partner - closely followed by teenage brother, who calmly shepherded the little 
sibling: “Come back, not everyone with a beard is your daddy!” The hall was a 
colourful bustle of movement, shared party buffet, animated discussion, and young 
Friends’ energy, excited chatter and glittery colourful face sparkle. 
 
Our first challenge was building, in teams, the tallest tower using only items 
discarded from Meeting House cupboards (see picture). Competition was keen, 
prompting invention, as well as "cross-referencing" (not ‘spying!). Futuristic designs 
resulted with the tallest reaching over 50cm. Next, for the Quaker quiz set by 
Beverley Goddard, our table luckily benefited from the minds of Christine 
Goodgame-Nobes, Lin Patterson, and Shelagh and John James. 
 
For me it was fun and informative, sprinkled with delightful irreverence. This 
intellectual effort was followed by an action game in which we were tasked with 
copying the actions of wonderful master of ceremonies Judith Eversley when she 
‘looked us in the eye’. This not as easy as it seemed! 
 
The music quiz (ingeniously devised with beautiful excerpts played on a speaker, 
followed by questions) prompted a wonderful recollection by Shelagh James of a 
1970s performance of Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream. William Heath, Jim 
Laird and Alex Herring worked together to untangle some other fiendish quiz 
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questions. Young Friends Nell and Ilana had devised a fantastic Harry Potter quiz and 
was generously complimentary when one Friend swept the board with her 
prodigious knowledge. Finally Young Friend Seren’s fabulous anatomical quiz 
prompted much discussion, and brought friends of all ages together.  
 
What a joyful gathering. Many thanks to Judith and all who devised and organised the 
evening. 

Young Friends learn some tasty Pakistani recipes  
 
Kirsty Philbrick writes: 
 
We had a brilliant time cooking with Shela and Ari at the Community Kitchen on 
Friday and cooked up a feast of Pakistani cuisine – paratha, raita, chickpea rice, saag 
aloo, chutney and an amazing sweet pistachio pudding… yum. 
 
The recipes are on the Bath Quakers’ web site for you to recreate at home - see 
below. And please watch this space for more cooking opportunities! 

Learn about the Quaker community in Bamford 
 
Tony Wilde writes: 
 
At the turn of the 19th-century big cities in the north of England were becoming 
more and more demanding of water supplies. Reservoirs such as those in many parts 
of Wales were developed in the heart of the Peak District in Derbyshire. The most 
recent of three adjacent constructions, Ladybower Reservoir, was formed by 
damming the River Derwent and flooding the ancient village of Ashhopton. Its 
construction, interrupted by WWII, was only completed in the 1940s. The company 
involved, the Derwent Valley Water Board, built its offices nearby, alongside a 
temporary railway built to carry the gigantic rocks and clay needed for what is one of 
the largest dams in Britain. 
 
This rambling (and perhaps over-engineered) series of buildings is now the home of 
the Quaker Community at Bamford, which takes its name from the nearby village of 
that name, about two miles from the better-known Hathersage (of Bronte and Little 
John fame). The community currently comprises five or six resident members, all of 
whom are Quakers. They are part of Hope Valley Meeting. Throughout the year there 
is a variety of residential and day courses, ranging from ‘living in community’, yoga, 
craft-work, music and woodland management. The latter is very appropriate, since 
the house sits in woodland and organic gardens of about eight acres. It is, certainly, a 
gardener’s paradise, with ample scope for development. 
 
When I was living in Sheffield, and attending Sheffield Central Meeting, I first heard 
of Bamford, and visited it often, sometimes cycling there from my home. In the 1990s 
this was in the early days of the life of the Quaker Community. It has seen many 
changes of membership, structure and focus since then. Almost miraculously, it has 
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weathered many challenges, particularly those of maintaining and improving a 
rambling and energy-hungry building. The Community still feels like an energetic and 
hopeful group, founded on Quaker values. In the last few years, particularly, it has 
embraced awareness about the environment, and ‘treading lightly on the world’. 
 
 
 

 
 
One of the buildings in the Quaker community at Bamford. 
 
My most recent two stays in Bamford, in 2019, consisted of two or three weeks each 
time. I volunteered as a woodworker and ‘handy-person’, soon finding myself 
occupied in the spacious (if a little draughty) workshop (previously used as a garage 
for Water Board vehicles). The community is a welcoming group which values any 
skills that visitors can bring. I repaired and rebuilt lots of broken furniture, from the 
house and from the gardens, repaired rotten window-frames, and eased sticking 
doors and windows. ‘Painting the Forth Bridge’ came to mind as I worked steadily 
and, even if one were to be working there continuously, it felt as if the list of ‘jobs to 
do’ kept on growing! 
 
But, each working day started and finished beautifully, with a half-hour silent 
Meeting for Worship, and these peaceful times (sometimes preceded with some 
Taize chanting) keep the community together, with a spiritual focus. 
 
The house has lots of accommodation, of all shapes and sizes, and can welcome even 
quite large groups. Visitors come and go, and there is always someone new to meet in 
the vast communal kitchen. It is possible to be quiet in one’s own room, to do a 
retreat, or to enter fully into community life – there is lots of freedom. Of course, the 
house is right in the centre of the Peak District, and wonderful walks begin at the 
front door. Great public transport, buses and trains to and from Sheffield and 
Manchester make it easy to get to, even without a car. The Quaker community has a 
volunteering programme, which offers “experience in hospitality, gardening, 
housekeeping, woodland skills, DIY and decorating under the umbrella of 
sustainability, in a welcoming Quaker environment”. 
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If you are inspired to find out more, please visit quakercommunity.org.uk, or ask me 
for further information. 
 
Tony Wilde 
You can contact Tony via our email bathquakermeeting@gmail.com. 

York Street Meeting House goes on sale 
 
Kate Macdonald writes 
 
Trustees for West Wiltshire and East Somerset Area Meeting are pleased to let 
Friends know that the sale of Bath Meeting House was launched at the end of January 
2020. 
 
The original decision to sell the building was taken in 2018, as the Meeting House is 
larger than Bath Friends need for their own purposes. Since April 2019 Quakers in 
Bath have been meeting in rooms at Bath Central United Reformed Church which are 
more suited to the Meeting’s everyday needs. The Meeting House is being marketed 
for sale by local estate agents Carter Jonas (01225 747260). Bath Friends will be 
writing a fuller report of the processes in selling the Meeting House for publication in 
the Friend in summer 2020, which will address the many issues encountered and 
lessons learned during this year of waiting. 
 
This distinguished piece of architecture could be yours. We found it was not ideally 
suited to Bath Quakers' needs. 

News of Friends: Sally and David bring music to the care home 

 
 
Alison Packer sent this lovely photo of Sally and David enjoying an afternoon of musical 
entertainment in David’s care home.  
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Membership: do you feel part of the crew? 
 

I suppose the question to ask is not, why am I applying for membership, but, why 
not sooner than this? All I can say is that I am not a hasty person. I have been 
considering applying for at least four years. I have felt myself to be part of 
Friends for so long that it has shocked me, on occasions, to realise that I am not 
thought of as ‘one of us’ but rather ‘one of them’. I have come to see that how I 
perceive myself in terms of commitment and belonging is not necessarily how I 
am perceived. At times this has made me sad. But I can see that I owe it to 
Friends to make my position clear. If the Society can be thought of as a ship, I 
would like to be one of the crew, not a passenger, and to be seen like this. 

 
Quaker Faith & Practice 10.34, Jai Penna, 1989 

 
Membership of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) can be a way of expressing 
your sense of belonging among Friends - as it was for Jai Penna in the passage from 
Quaker Faith & Practice quoted above. You don't need to wait four years before 
applying! Nor does membership necessarily mean doing 'jobs' for the Meeting. 
 
Please do consider becoming a member. If you'd like to find out more about routes 
into membership, or just to talk the idea over, we'd be delighted to hear from you. 
 
Equally, if you're feeling unsure about whether you could belong among Friends or if 
you've felt unwelcome, please do talk to us. 
 
Alistair Paul, Diana Page, Judith Eversley, Katie Evans, Wren Sidhe 
Elders, Bath Quaker Meeting 
Elders are asked to care for the spiritual life of Friends and our Meeting for a time. 

Thank you Young Friends from HMP Ashfield 
 
Kirsty Philbrick writes to Young Friends: 
 
Just a note to say a massive thank you to everyone who contributed a gift for a father 
at Ashfield prison to present to their child at the family Christmas. 
 
Russell - the Quaker Prison Chaplain who was 'Santa' on the day said, ' The quality of 
the gifts and the thought you must have put into choosing them was quite 
overwhelming and I felt very privileged to hand them out to the children. Every 
present was received with great excitement and joy.' 
 
Anja, the Anglican Chaplain who organised the day said:  
 

Without the amazing generosity of the Quakers who provide Father Christmas’ 
presents for the children, the gatherings would be only half as sparkly and 
memorable! So thank you. This has also been said by various prisoners, who say 
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that this day has probably been the best so far, in that it flowed and was relaxed 
and a very happy occasion. 
 
So thank you all - your kind considered presents and holding the families in your 
thoughts before Christmas, was all much appreciated. 

Fairfield House very happy with Quaker bookshelves 
 
The beech bookshelves from the York Street Meeting House have found a happy 
home at Fairfield House. The former home of Haile Selassie I is entering a process of 
community asset transfer with B&NES, and is starting to provide educational 
resources to Bath Spa University as part of its new life. To that end it has dedicated a 
room as a library and resource centre. Bath Quakers’ bookshelves - carefully 
reshaped - will be perfect for that. 
 

 
 
Chris (l) and maintenance manager Des (r) report that Ezra, the distinguished elderly 

librarian, is delighted with shelves to house Fairfield House’s new library. 

Young Friends share their thoughts on climate change  
 
Kirsty Philbrick writes: 
 
Young Friends met in January to think about our responses to the climate emergency: 
how it makes us feel, what concerns us most and our hopes for the future. 
 
These questions were not new to us, but things that we (and our peers) think about 
often. Many of us have been called to act through personal choices and in joining the 
global school strikes for climate. 
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We feel distressed, overwhelmed and scared for our own futures and for the future of 
many plant and animal species. As much as we often feel disempowered, that things 
are not changing, we also feel empowered, that this emergency is an opportunity for 
people power, for people to come together to make drastic collective actions to turn 
this crisis around. 
 
We feel hopeful to be part of a community of Quakers who are thinking seriously 
about how we act and react in response to the climate emergency. We think we need 
to be quick and creative in our thinking and actions. We need to invest time and 
money now to make big changes. The conversations and changes we need to make 
will not be easy, but if we come together with a sense of the possibility, we can enjoy 
the process! 
 
Some of our first thoughts are: 
 

● Can we make our gardens wildlife havens and welcome human visitors? 
Offering beautiful peaceful places in the middle of suburbia and creating 
valuable community spaces. 

● Can we use plant milks in all teas and coffee in meeting houses? Not because 
choosing vegan milk will save the world – but because it may be a small step 
that reminds us regularly of bigger steps we need to take. Or maybe we need 
to think further outside the box and go for tea without milk? 

● Can we as a community declare a climate emergency and along with that 
declaration commit to taking proportionate action? 

 
We don’t have the answers, but would like to be part of the conversation as we think 
and learn more about what we need to do and support each other to act. 
 
Compiled by Alex, Isabel, Erin, Tiffany, Pearl and Kirsty on behalf of the West Young 
Friends Area Network, Jan 2020. 

 Join Friends worldwide for a sustainability conference 22 Feb 
 
The Friends World Committee for Consultation invites Friends round the world to 
join its Online Sustainability Conference. Date is Sat 22 Feb 2020.  
 
The conference aims to: 
 

● galvanize the Quaker voice on sustainability  
● produce a written statement following worship sharing to the World Plenary 

in 2023 and to share with yearly meetings and Friends around the world. 
● hear how Friends around the world feel God is calling us to act towards a 

more sustainable future 
● connect existing networks working on sustainability  
● and to recognise, as one family of Friends, we care for God's creation.  

 
Tickets are online via Eventbrite. Clearly used to scheduling international events, the 
FWCC also uses a clever online service called notimezone.com to inform Friends of 
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session start times irrespective of which time zone they are in. That way Friends in 
Bath are advised there are sessions at 0800 GMT (principally with Asian Friends in 
mind), 1200 (Europe) and 1600 (the Americas). Friends are welcome to join 
whichever is convenient.  

Study tour: overcoming polarisation and division in Europe 
 
The work of the Quaker Council of European Affairs continues. The next QCEA study 
tour is 31 Mar- 4 Apr. The theme is Overcoming Polarisation and Division. 
 
QCEA works to bring a Quaker vision of peace, justice and equality to Europe and its 
institutions. It also aims to inform Friends about how European politics affects their 
Quaker concerns. Study tour participants will visit the key European institutions and 
learn about QCEA and its partners in a friendly international atmosphere.  
 

There will be a special emphasis on our ongoing efforts to build new narratives 
around European migration policy, but also plenty of time to share and reflect 
on polarisation and division in Europe more generally – as well as how we can 
respond. 

 
Registration is online at www.qcea.org/StudyTour. 

Looking forward to Britain Yearly Meeting Gathering in Bath: 
 - are you ready to live adventurously? 
 
This year Quakers from all over Britain and beyond will gather at Bath University 1 - 
7 Aug for the Yearly Meeting Gathering. The theme for this gathering is 
Listening, prophecy and reconciliation: allyship in a climate emergency.  
We are invited to join a week of worship, fun, conversation, sharing, hope, games, 
learning, building community and above all challenge. 
 
The residential gathering happens only once every three years, and it isn't always in 
Bath. It's a great opportunity for local Friends to find out more about Quaker 
business, and to meet other Friends - right on our doorstep. 
 
Local Friends are also invited to volunteer to help national organisers and staff from 
Friends House to welcome Friends from around the country to Bath and to help run 
the event. Beverley Goddard will hold a brief meeting on Sun 9 Feb at noon after Bath 
Meeting for Worship to discuss the volunteering opportunities and to answer any 
questions about helping at the event. The national team has learned a lot from 
Friends' experiences at the event in Bath six years ago (it was inspiring, but not 
everything ran smoothly - Ed) So please come along on Sunday to find out more about 
how this Gathering would like to involve local Friends. 
 
If you want to find out more about the event in general and register to be there, go to 
the Yearly Meeting Gathering 2020 web site: quaker.org.uk/ym . The booking 
deadline is 30 April 2020. 
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Top-quality programmes for under-18s mean that children and young people 
participate fully in the Gathering, including contributing to the worship and 
discernment (indeed, teenage friends took the lead in discerning the theme this 
year).  
  
The good news is that for under-18s fees are only charged for accommodation and 
food, so local children not needing accommodation can take part in the children's and 
young people's programmes (0-13 year olds) free of charge. A place in Junior Yearly 
Meeting (14-17 year olds) will cost just £40 for lunches, which are included in the 
programme. Under 18s must be accompanied by a responsible adult and early 
booking is advised.  
  
The fee for a non-resident adult is £200 for the week (or £40 per day up to a 
maximum of £200). For residential costs, see the website (link above). Bursaries are 
available - please speak to an Overseer in the first instance if you need financial 
support to be able to attend.  

Young Friends: more things to look forward to  
 
Kirsty Philbrick writes: 
 
I just want to look back and say thank you all for making the events so brilliant – 
from loads of fun at Young Friends Fridays, to some deep discussions about how 
Quakers have interacted with politics over the years and what we might do today 
(and many more besides), to going to London to hear Greta Thunberg and camping in 
the Cotswolds – it has been a full and varied year! 
 
Here are some future dates: 
 
28 Feb – 6.30-9pm at Horfield 
20 Mar – 1830-2100 at Central (nb earlier finish) 
24 Apr 1830-2100 at Bedminster 
15 May 1830-2100 at Bedminster 
 
A residential weekend away for young Quakers (13-17) across the UK 
6-8 Mar 2020 Vision: Finding hope in hard times 
 
Whether you’re new to Quakerism or have been a Quaker all your life, this event will 
give you the opportunity to meet new people, make friends, engage with spiritual 
practices & have deep conversations. 
 
More details on the BYM website: https://www.quaker.org.uk/events/vision-2020 
 
It would be brilliant to use this as an opportunity to go away together – so please 
book up now! Cost is £125 + transport, but no one should be prevented from 
attended for lack of funds. Please get in touch if you would like me to assist you 
getting financial support from your Local or Area Meeting. 
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Quiet Days at Roundhill Barn Kelston: Sat 16 May & Sat 26 Sept 
 
This year Bath Quakers are holding two Quiet Days at Roundhill Barn, Kelston, one 
on Sat 16 May and one on Sat 26 Sept.  
 
These are days for rest, spiritual refreshment and companionship. We’ll suggest 
some activities you might like to try as ways into quiet and stillness, or you’re free to 
follow your own way. The days won’t be completely silent. There will be 
opportunities to worship and reflect together and to chat over lunch and coffee.  
 
Practicalities:  

● Places are limited, so please let Katie Evans know if you'd like to attend one or 
both of the days. 

● The Old Barn is just below Kelston Roundhill, between Bath and Kelston, see: 
https://kelstonroundhill.com/hiring-the-old-barn-new/ We’ll arrange shared 
lifts for those who need them nearer the time. 

● The days will be 10am – 4pm. Soup, bread & cheese lunch and tea/coffee will 
be provided. 

● We’re asking participants to make a contribution of £20 towards the cost of 
the day. But please don’t be put off by this – donate what you can afford. 

 Diary dates  
 
Sun 9 Feb 10:30 Keynsham Chocolate Quarter Meeting for Worship – for details, 
see ‘Regular Events’ below. 
 
Wed 12 Feb 11:30 Spirituality Reading Group – for details, see ‘Regular Events’ 
below 
 
Sun 16 Feb 12:00 Poetry Group – for details, see ‘Regular Events’ below. 
 
Sun 23 Feb 10:30 Keynsham Chocolate Quarter Meeting for Worship – for details, 
see ‘Regular Events’ below. 
 
Sat 29 Feb 19:30 Cappella Nova: Music of the Poets – charity concert in aid of Julian 
House. Local choir, members include Richard Carder and Simon Baker. Words by 
poets named in Bath’s Poets Corner avenues (Shakespeare, Kipling, Byron, Milton, 
Shelley etc), set to music by Elgar, Rutter, Parry and others. St Luke’s Church, 
Wellsway, Bath BA2 2BD. £12 (under-16s free) – tickets from Bath Box Office. 
March 2020 
 
Sun 1 Mar Area Meeting in Bath, following MfW 
 
Wed 4 Mar 11:00 Friends Fellowship of Healing – for details, see ‘Regular Events’ 
below. 
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Sun 8 Mar 10:30 Keynsham Chocolate Quarter Meeting for Worship – for details, 
see ‘Regular Events’ below. 
 
Wed 11 Mar 11:30 Spirituality Reading Group – for details, see ‘Regular Events’ 
below 
 
Wed 11 Mar 19:00 – 21:00 Building Peace and Security in a Time of Crisis – talk 
by Diana Francis of Rethinking Security (and of Bradford on Avon Meeting). £20 
including a two-course dinner. Ammerdown Centre, Radstock BA3 5SW. Booking 
http://ammerdown.org 01761 433709 
 
Sun 15 Mar Bath Half Marathon Friends should be aware of significant road and 
footpath closures and parking suspensions all day in the city centre, affecting Argyle 
Street and Grove Street 
 
Sun 15 Mar 12:00 Poetry Group – for details, see ‘Regular Events’ below. 
 
Sun 22 Mar 10:30 Keynsham Chocolate Quarter Meeting for Worship – for details, 
see ‘Regular Events’ below. 
Further ahead: 
 
Sat 16 May 10:00 - 16:00 Quiet Day at the Old Barn, Kelston - contact Katie Evans to 
book your place 
 
1-7 Aug 2020 Yearly Meeting Gathering Bath 
 
Sat 26 Sept 10:00 - 16:00 Quiet Day at the Old Barn, Kelston - contact Katie Evans to 
book your place 
 

Worship at Bath Central United Reformed Church 
 
Sun 10:30-11:30; Tue 18:00-18:30; Wed 10:30-11:00 

Regular Events 
 
Keynsham Chocolate Quarter Meeting for Worship 2nd and 4th Sunday of each 
month at 10:30, followed by study group at 11:00. Contact Colin Graham* for further 
information 
 
Children’s Meeting every Sun 10:30-11:30 
 
Meeting for Worship for Business (Preparative Meeting) 
 
 Sunday 5 January 2020, 12:00 (after meeting for worship) 
 Sunday 2 February 2020, 12:00 (after meeting for worship) 
 Monday 6 April 2020, 19:30-21:00, William Jay room 
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 Sunday 3 May 2020, 12:00 (after meeting for worship) 
 Monday 1 June 2020, 19:30-21:00, William Jay room 
 Sunday 5 July 2020, 12:00 (after meeting for worship) 
 
Friends Fellowship of Healing: From February 2020, 1st Wednesday of the month, 
11:00 (after Meeting for Worship) 
 
Spirituality Reading Group: 2nd Wednesday of the month, 11:30 (after Meeting for 
Worship) 
 
Poetry group: 3rd Sun of each month 12:00, following Meeting for Worship. Contact 
Diana Page* for further information 
 
 

Articles to wmheath+BathQN@gmail.com; please include photos.  
Follow @BathQuakers on Twitter and Instagram. 
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